
Why upgrading to ACDSee Pro 5 makes sense
Use this chart to quickly compare versions of ACDSee Pro.  Feature for 
feature, it’s easy to see why you’ll want to upgrade to the latest version, 
ACDSee Pro 5. 

Achieve total control of your photography work� ow and get back behind the 
lens faster with Pro 5, the complete photography management solution for 
professional photographers.  

Upgrade Guide

Managing ACDSee Pro 3 ACDSee Pro 4 ACDSee Pro 5

Automatically organize photos into categories based on camera and database information   

Organize photos into e�  cient subsets using “Group by”   

Search multi-word keyword phrases or components as short as one letter using “Quick 
Search”   

Organize while importing photos   

Embed custom metadata, including categories and keywords, to protect data and share 
with other users   

Strip EXIF and IPTC metadata to protect privacy and intellectual property 

Read and modify XMP sidecar � les   

Store detailed searches for ongoing use   

Assign ratings and categories   

Visually track an image through a multi-step work� ow with color labels 

Save frequently used metadata as presets to apply to groups of images,  

Organize and view images by location with Map View and geotagging support  

Viewing
View over 100 di� erent � le formats   

View images with the fastest technology on the maket   

Get regular updates and support for RAW formats from new camera models   

Instantly display images from email or your desktop   

Quickly � ip through photos in Filmstrip mode   

Zoom to full size with a single click 

Developing
Non-destructively process RAW photos, jpgs, ti� s and more   

Leverage patented Lighting and Contrast Enhancement technology to correct over or under 
exposure and achieve HDR results from a single image.   

Save and apply RAW Process settings to multiple photos using Develop presets   

Boost saturation without a� ecting skin tools with Vibrance tool   

Adjust saturation, hue and brightness on a color-by-color basis   

Fix luminance and color noise   

Use Split-Toning to produce compelling tonal e� ects 



Included feature                 

ACDSee Pro 3 ACDSee Pro 4 ACDSee Pro 5

Use mask slider to focus sharpening e� ect to edges and textures without amplifying
pre-existing noise 

Selectively add vibrance and saturate or desaturate areas of interest 

Fix chromatic aberration and defringing  

Fix lens vignetting resulting from limitations in camera lens’ ability to equally distribute light  

Editing
Edit selected areas of photos using Selections   

Draw freehand on images or add lines and shapes 

Erase � aws and distracting objects using Heal and Clone   

Add watermarks, text and captions   

Adjust multiple images in multiple ways at once using Batch Edit   

Create rich black and white images by controlling each color channel independently with 
Channel Mixer   

Add custom borders, drop shadows, matte and edge e� ects   

Apply and adjust a range of pre-set special e� ects  
NEW 

EFFECTS

Target shadows, midtones or highlights for lightening or darkening with Dodge & Burn 

Selectively add vibrande, saturate or desaturate areas of interest 

Customize access to external editors  

Publish
Easily print photos and contact sheets   

Create HTML photo galleries   

Create archives and backups of � les, including .zip folders, CDs and DVDs   

Email photos through a desktop client or web-based service   

Design a PowerPoint ® presentation with captions and titles   

Play enhanced slideshows complete with music, pan and zoom and color e� ects   

Upload photos to � ickr, SmugMug and Zenfolio   

Upload photos to Facebook and Twitter  

Store and share photos through a free ACDSee Online account   NOW 10GB

Automatically resize and upload photos to FTP sites  
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